Sweet Home Chicago    Robert Johnson

chorus

C    F    C    F    C    G    F    C    G
Oh - baby, don't you want to go? Oh - baby, don't you want to go?
Back to the land of California – to my sweet home Chicago.

* works well as F  F#  G /

verse

C
Now one and one is two - two and two is four.
I'm heavy loaded baby - I'm booked I got to go. Cryin –

F
Oh - baby, don't you want to go?

G    F    C    G
Back to the land of California – to my sweet home Chicago.

C
Now, two and two is four. Six and two is eight

C7
Come on baby don't ya make me late. Hidee

F
Hey - baby, don't you want to go?

G    C    G
Back to the land of California – to my sweet home Chicago.

C
Now six and two is eight - eight and two is ten,
She double cross you one time, she sure goin do it again. but I'm cryin.

F
Oh - baby, don't you want to go?

G    F    C    G
Back to the land of California – to my sweet home Chicago.